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Looking
Good
On December 19th, Lt Col
Arthur Armstrong (OC 4 Fd
Arty Regt), front and centre, hosted a Christmas
dinner in Columb Bks Offrs
Mess as a way of saying
‘Thank You’ to his officers
for a job well done in 2008.
Photo by: Sgt Maj Noel
O’Callaghan (4 Fd Arty
Regt).

Eyes
Front

Leaders of Men
On the Ball
Pictured in Camp Ciara, Chad are
two GAA fanatics (l/r): Cpl Des
Denis O’Mahony (home unit: 1 Fd
CIS Coy) and LS Cian
MacParthalain (home unit: CIS
Naval Service). Both served with
the CIS Pl, 98 Inf Bn EUFOR and
during their trip, maintained their
love of the game. Photo: LS Cian
MacParthalain.

Corporals
on Parade
In November last, the 10th PNCO
passed out after a gruelling sixmonth course in 1 S BTC in
Collins Bks, Cork. The students
and instructors are pictured here
at their passing out parade. Photo:
Sgt Barry McCarthy (HQ 1 S Bde).
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Pictured at a recent ceremony held in Camp Butmir, HQ EUFOR Bosnia are four Senior NCOs who
held key appointments during their time in Bosnia. They are (l/r): Sgt Majs John Murphy
(S3 Ops), Paddy Doyle (Camp Sgt Maj), WO Michael Walsh (Verification Team) and Sgt Maj Sean
McSweeney (Air Travel). All members of 8 Ircon EUFOR Bosnia and have recently returned home.
Photo by: Sgt Maj Paddy Doyle (Camp Sgt Maj DFTC).

For a Good
Cause
In December members of the 84th
Cdt Class presented a €2,000
cheque to The Mayo-Roscommon
Hospice from monies raised after a
24hour endurance mountain
marathon up (and down) Croagh
Patrick last year. Pictured in the
Cadets Mess, DFTC are (l/r): Cdts
Barry, Roache, Cunningham, Mrs
Cynthia Clampett (CEO The MayoRoscommon Hospice), Cdts
Lenihan, Griffiths and Gallagher.
Photo by: Lt Daire Roache.

Members of 8
Ircon EUFOR who
have recently
returned home
from a tour in
Bosnia posed for
the camera in one
of their last official
ceremonies.
Photo by: Sgt Maj
Paddy Doyle
(Camp Sgt Maj
DFTC).
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Go Gunners

Medic

The Gunners of 4 Fd Arty Regt,
Columb Bks and the staff of
Mullingar Hospital at the launch of
their fun run which will take place
on February 28th to raise money for
the hospital’s stroke unit. Pictured
(l/r) are: Sgt Rafella Donovan,
Lorainne Bracken, Mrs Katherine
Kenny, Lt Col Arthur Armstrong
(OC Fd Arty Regt), Dr Sean
Murphy, Lts Aoife Herbert and
Danille Murphy. Photo by: Sgt Maj
Noel O’Callaghan (4 Fd Arty Regt).

In December, the Medical Corps
inducted two new medical officers into its ranks. Pictured at
the commissioning ceremony in
the Offr Mess, McKee Bks are
(l/r): Col Joseph Monaghan (D
Med) conferring the oath of office
to Dr Charles Anigala and Dr
Hugh O’Callaghan. Capt Anigala
is now serving with the Med Coy
4 LSB, while Comdt O’Callaghan
is serving with the Med Pln, 99
Inf Bn EUFOR in Chad. Photo by:
Armn Jeff Healy.
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So That Others May Live
At an awards ceremony in Dublin Castle last October the fire fighting crew of LÉ Eithne received the
Michael Heffernan Bronze Medal for Marine Gallantry. This was in recognition for the ship’s crews
action in responding to a distress call and putting out a fire onboard Fishing Vessel Shark.
Pictured here are (l/r): PO Paddy Kennedy, CPO James Bartley, Cmdr Hugh Tully (OC LÉ Eithne,
AB Brian Hastings, CPO Ray Norris and LMech Michael Hickey. Photo by: AB Davy Jones.

All the
Best Dad
In December family, friends
and former colleague gathered
in Collins Bks, Cork for Sgt
Maj Declan O’Rourke (1 Fd Arty
Regt) stand down parade. Sgt
Maj O’Rourke retired after 42
years service and he is seen
here with his sons Martin
O’Rourke (Staff Officer with the
Cunard Line) and Sgt Grattan
O’Rourke (1 Fd Arty Regt).
Photo by: Sgt Barry McCarthy
(HQ 1 S Bde).
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Chad Bound
99 Inf Bn Ministerial Review
On January 14th, the Minister for
Defence, Mr Willie O’Dea TD and the
Chief of Staff, Lt Gen Dermot Earley
reviewed the 99 Inf Bn bound for overseas service in Chad at a parade in
McKee Bks.
The 400-strong contingent has now
deployed to Chad under the command
of Lt Col Joe McDonagh with the
majority of his troops drawn from the 2
E Bde. Prior to deployment, the battalion completed an arduous period of
training designed to prepare them for
the challenges they may encounter in
Chad during their four-month tour of
duty.

Above:
First Lady
Dublin’s Lord Mayor, Cllr Eibhlin Byrne makes
her way to the VIP area accompanied by Maj
Gen Pat O’Sullivan (D COS Ops) and Maj
Gen Dave Ashe (D COS Sp).

Right:
Experience Required
Sgt Maj Michael Dillon is the battalion’s
senior NCO travelling to Chad.

In Command
Lt Col Joe McDonagh, Officer
Commanding 99 Inf Bn EUFOR.
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Below:
On Parade
The 99 Inf Bn line up on the main square
McKee Bks.

Youngblood
Cpl Tommy Sheehan (Air Corps).

Point Man
Lt Brian Kellegher carries
the battalion colours
during the parade.
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“Faithful to Ireland and
loyal to the Constitution”

NEWS UPDATE
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84 Cadet Class Commissioning Ceremony
On January 21st, the Defence Forces inducted 33 new officers as
they took their oath of allegiance in front of fellow officers, family
and friends. At a ceremony in the DFTC Gym.
Mr Sean Power TD (Mins of State Dept of Communications,
Energy and Natural Resources) accompanied by the Chief of Staff,
Lt Gen Dermot Earley congratulated the seven female and 25 male
cadets who completed a very challenging and rewarding 15 months
basic officer training to take up appointments as junior leaders
throughout the army.
Within its ranks, the class had 17 graduates, 11 with previous
Reserve service, one former Garda, two former soldiers and eight
who have relatives currently serving in the Defence Forces.

Lt Col Kieran Brennan (OC 98 Inf
Bn EUFOR) was unable to attend
the ceremony, but he got an
opportunity to view the occasion
as his son, Lt Shane Brennan
followed in his footsteps.
Main pic: Lt Richard Griffiths receiving
his sword. He formally served with the
6 Inf Bn and overseas with the 35 Inf Gp
KFOR.

Mr Sean Power presents Lt Vincent
Lanigan with his scroll of office.

Mr Sean Power accompanied by Capt
Denise McDonagh inspects a Guard
of Honour drawn from the 85 Cdt
Class.
Below:
Prior to the commissioning ceremony, each cadet was conferred with a
Diploma in Military Studies from NUI
Maynooth. Pictured (l/r): are Lt Sarah
O’Regan, Col Jim Goulding (CMC),
Mr Ian McKenna (NUI Maynooth) and
Lt Gen Dermot Earley. Lt O’Regan
already holds an honours degree from
GMIT in Outdoor Education and
Leisure.
Right:
Congratulations to Lt Paul
Ralph who received the An
Claíomh Gaiscíochta from
Col Michael Lucey (Retd)
President ARCO for
attaining the highest overall results within the
class. Pictured (l/r) are:
Mr Sean Power, Lt Paul
Ralph, Lt Gen Dermot
All photographs
Earley (COS) and Col
b
y ALucy
rmn(Retd).
Paul
Michael

Daly
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The Minister for Defence,
Mr Willie O’Dea TD; D COS (Ops),
Maj Gen Pat O’Sullivan;
the Secretary General of the
Department of Defence,
Mr Michael Howard; and the
Chair of the Independent
Monitoring Group (IMG),
Dr Eileen Doyle, launched the
group’s second report in McKee
Bks on December 17th 2008.
Sgt Rena Kennedy reports on
the salient points....
n March 2002 a major report was published entitled
The Challenge of a Workplace, which dealt with the
extent of harassment, bullying, discrimination and
sexual harassment in the Defence Forces. In
response to the findings in this report the
Independent Monitoring Group (IMG) was established in May 2002 by the then Minister for Defence
Michael Smith TD to oversee the implementation of

I

recommendations made in the report.
In 2004 the IMG presented their first progress
report, Response to the Challenge of a Workplace. This
outlined the progress achieved since the original
report was published in 2002. It also recommended the
‘continual review of progress’ within the Defence
Forces and an independent review in 2007. The second
report of the IMG unveiled in McKee Bks last
December is the outcome of that recommendation.

The key findings of the latest report are that
the Defence Forces ‘has endeavoured to
implement the main recommendations made
by the IMG’ and that ‘impressive progress
has been made in the area of human
resource management (HRM)’, where the
report states that the Defence Forces has a
comprehensive support system in place.

HUMAN RESOURCES
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In addition to the expertise available within the
normal chain of command, support is available
through designated contact persons (DCPs),
Personnel Support Services (PSS), the independent
confidential helpline
and counselling
service, and the
Chaplaincy service.
The report
also states that
‘there is now a
high level of awareness among military
personnel of the centrality and challenge of human

The Challenge
Continues
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dignity in the mission and culture of the DF’ and that
‘there is no doubt that the message has percolated
that bullying or harassment is no longer tolerated in
the organisation.’
The report also goes on to say that ‘there have
been important developments in, and allocation of
resources to, many aspects of new entrant selection
and training within the PDF in the last four years.’
However, in its key findings the IMG also sounds a
cautionary note in relation to training, saying that ‘considerable concern exists that the current emphasis by
recruits on “their rights” is leading to “softer” training,
where NCO instructors are fearful of using corrective
action. A general perception among instructors is that
when complaints are made or issues arise the system
is now weighted too much towards the trainee. The
IMG is concerned that the pendulum may have swung
too far in one direction in the last four years. The result
may be that the essential robust nature of military
training is in danger of being lost.’
The report also included a number of further recommendations based on its findings. These include
stressing the importance of regulatory reform and
that the necessary resources should be allocated to
this area to ensure its continuation.
It also recommends that ‘the existing exit questionnaire should be discontinued and resources
should be concentrated on the further exploration of
mid-career issues in the context of career development and retention of personnel.’
In relation to the misgivings outlined in the key
findings above, the IMG has a number of recommendations dealing with recruit training, corrective procedures, and instructor training and selection.

The report is available
on defence.ie
10
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mendation of the IMG in 2004 regarding the instructor
badge should be implemented.’

The other main recommendations made in
the report are that criteria for selection as
an instructor should be standardised
across the DF for appointments in
similar institutions; procedures for
the selection of OC Cadet School
should be revised, inviting all officers
of lieutenant colonel rank to submit an
‘expression of interest’; an immediate
review of the staffing levels of the general training institutions with the aim of
creating sufficient capacity to facilitate the
release of instructors for career courses and
overseas service; a review of the NCO performance appraisal system; a review of the
internal redress system and procedures.

Finally, the IMG recommends that a follow-up review
of progress should take place before the end of 2013.
At the report’s launch in McKee Bks the Chair of
the IMG, Dr Eileen Doyle, said that this report ‘is
about people – men, women, somebody’s son or
daughter, spouse and family member – those who
work for one of the biggest employers in the State –
the members of the Defence Forces.’
The report recommends that ‘the “soft land- She said that the Groups work led them to examine
the culture into which new entrants come and the
ing” introductory period for new entrants
instructors and people involved in their training. They
should be reduced from two weeks to last
also looked at ‘the comprehensive range of supports
from three days to a maximum of one week,’ available, from the chain of command to the PSS, the
the Designated Contact Persons, and, in
that ‘the appointment of a student counsellor Chaplaincy,
the more formal context, the complaints procedure
should be extended to all institutions involved and the role of the Ombudsman for the DF... in brief,
range of HR developments.’
in recruit training’, and that ‘the title “coun- theDrfullDoyle
went on to say that ‘the IMG appreciates
sellor” should be replaced by something more the careful and strategic manner in which the
Defence Forces sought to respond to the recommenappropriate.’
dations made in 2004.’
On the unique aspect of Defence Forces’ life Dr
The report recommends that ‘greater emphasis
Doyle said that ‘demands on the men and women in
should be placed during initial training, and through
the DF differ considerably from other workplaces. The
review measures, on ensuring that new entrants undervarious challenges of their work at home and on overstand what is and what is not bullying and harassment
seas missions whether in the Army, the Naval Service
and inappropriate behaviour.’ Also, it says that ‘the
or the Air Corps, dictate the essential robust nature
training directive and the workshop on corrective
of their initial training as well as ongoing professional
action that is conducted as part of the pre-orientation
development.’
course for instructors should be reviewed’ and that
‘wider use should be made of case studies in the area
of corrective action; these case studies should be used Dr Doyle went on to describe the Defence
in training and should form part of the pre-course oriForces as ‘a ‘learning organisation’ that has
entation workshops on corrective action.’
made considerable progress in the short
The IMG also recommends that with immediate
effect ‘at least one specialised instructor course
space of four years. However, no workplace is
should be conducted in each quarter of a year,’ that
perfect because no man or woman is perfect.
‘permanent instructors may be posted to an institution without having completed the specialised
The need persists for continual vigilance,
instructor course, but must complete the next quarimprovements in selection and training of all
terly course after the date of posting,’ that ‘only personnel who have completed the specialised instructor personnel in the context of proactive leadercourse should be employed as temporary instructors
ship and creative management.’
in general training institutions,’ and that ‘the recom-
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Dr Doyle says that her group believes the Defence approach and participating in the change.’
Maj Gen O’Sullivan, as did Dr Doyle, then
Forces ‘has a sound balance between formal and
addressed his remarks to the unique nature and
informal procedures for dealing with workplace
issues,’ and that ‘one of the IMG’s recommendations challenges of military life.
that will enhance the complaints procedure is that
the internal appeals process be exhausted before a ‘All Irish citizens are subject to the civil
redress of wrongs application is investigated.’
law,’ he said, ‘but all members of the
As Chair of the group Dr Doyle then acknowlDefence Forces are additionally subject to
edged ‘the enthusiasm and hard work of each
member of the IMG (including) the Department
military law as set out in the Defence Act
of Defence, the military leadership and the two
(and) each member of the Defence Forces
representative associations, RACO and
PDFORRA.’

Dr Doyle finished her address by
expressing her admiration of what
the Defence Forces has achieved ‘in
a very short time’ and that the
work in this area being undertaken in the Defence Forces ‘is both
a challenge and a model for all
workplaces in Ireland.’

takes an oath on enlistment to obey all
lawful orders.

The Defence Forces has a code of military discipline and requires a robust training regime in order
to prepare personnel for the conduct of military
operations in difficult and dangerous circumstances.
The DF is an armed and uniformed force (and) life in
the Defence Forces is different and less than ordinary. Our ethos is positive and constructive and we
provide a significant capability to (the Irish)
Government both at home and abroad. Our personnel are the key to our success. We value our human
resources highly and are fully aware that we must
Next to take the podium was the embrace ‘best practice’ in leading and managing our
Minister for Defence, Mr Willie
personnel. This must apply at every rank in the comO’Dea TD, who welcomed the
mand structure. Teamwork is of the essence.’
second report of the IMG, stating
Maj Gen O’Sullivan echoed the minister’s apprethat ‘it confirms that the culture of the
ciation of the initiatives introduced throughout the
DF organisation is evolving positively and notes
Defence Forces in the last four years. In addition to
that the recorded number of incidents of unacceptthose points addressed by the minister, such as the
able behaviour is low.’
production of a comprehensive HR strategy, the production of the new entrants’ handbook, and the provision of support for the individual, Maj Gen
The minister then outlined the initiatives
also spoke about advances in the areas of
undertaken by the Defence Forces in the area O’Sullivan
instructor professionalisation, career progression,
of HRM and workplace culture since 2004 to and the communication of information.
Maj Gen O’Sullivan also spoke about the developaddress the problems highlighted in the first ment
of policies and procedures on: dignity; equality;
complaints procedures; health and safety and risk
report.
management; interpersonal relationships; selection
These included the appointment of an Equality
for courses, overseas service and promotion; and
Officer and the preparation of equality, diversity and recruitment; saying that ‘these policies and proceequal status policies for the Defence Forces; the
dures are now embedded in our induction and career
production of a comprehensive HRM strategy cover- courses.’
ing the period 2006- 2010; the commitment to achievMaj Gen O’Sullivan thanked Dr Doyle and the
ing FÁS’s ‘Excellence Through People’ award (To
members of the IMG for their excellent work. The
date 18 units/formations have received the award);
acting Chief of Staff said that the group’s latest
the introduction of a new entrants’ information hand- report ‘indicates that we have come a long way but
book, which includes details of the DFs Dignity
that we also need to continue to progress”, and he
Charter on harassment, sexual harassment, discrim- assured all present that “the momentum of progress
ination and bullying; and the establishment and
will be maintained.’
training of 232 Designated Contact Persons who are
now in place throughout the DF to facilitate the
In conclusion, Maj Gen O’Sullivan stated that
operation of the formal and informal procedures for
‘we must continue to support our personnel
dealing with incidents of alleged bullying and
harassment in the workplace.
and continue to adopt best practice. The
The minister concluded by stating his opinion
Defence Forces has modernised and been
that ‘the Defence Forces are on the right path’ and
that he is ‘confident that this process will now be
transformed in many areas over the last few
carried forward with enthusiasm and be further
years. As a learning organisation we will
advanced and consolidated in the coming years.’
Acting Chief of Staff, Maj Gen Pat O’Sullivan,
continue to proactively embrace change.’
also addressed the audience at the launch saying
As an example of the progress the Defence Forces
that in the four years that have elapsed since ‘The
has made, Maj Gen O’Sullivan drew attention to the
Response to the Challenge of a Workplace’ the
Defence Forces ‘has systematically taken on issues conclusion of the evaluators of FÁS’s ‘Excellence
raised, in an open, transparent and enthusiastic way, Through People’ awards that ‘the Cadet School is
now at the leading edge of HR practices in Ireland.’■
with all ranks at every level adopting a ‘can do’
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s part of the 98 Inf Bn medal parade, the idea was
put forward that a parachute demonstration jump
would coincide with this important event. This was
suggested by Comdt Adrian Ó Murchú to OC 98
Inf Bn, Lt Col Kieran Brennan, during the month of
December as preparations were underway for this
important milestone in the Battalion. We had the personnel with the skills to do the jump; we had Defence
Forces parachute equipment in country and the drive
and determination to perform the first demo jump into
an overseas medal parade. Leading up to the jump,
much of the preparation was conducted by Comdt Ó
Murchú in Force HQ Abeche. Over Christmas the finer
details of the jump were hammered out and the important ground recce of the landing site was made. As the
person selected to perform the jump, it was a daunting
task. The landing area of the parade square, Camp
Ciara is half the size of a soccer pitch, I had not
jumped from an aircraft in over four months and there
was a whole battalion eager to watch my glorious
landing, smack on the money. Due to aircraft restrictions, it was only confirmed two days prior to the
parade that the jump would go ahead. The newly
deployed Russian aircrews would be the available with
their Mi-171 helicopter. The Russians received a jump
brief in Abeche from Comdt Ó Murchú on the exact
details of the jumps; from loading the aircraft, run-in
over the camp to the exit signals that would be used
between the jumper and the crew.
On the evening of Wednesday January 7th, all the
preparation was complete and the helicopter stood
waiting. Sgt Paul Brady would accompany me in the aircraft to ensure safety checks were carried out, Coy Sgt
Graham Nuttall and Pte Colin Curran would be the
ground crew on the parade square. Tactical CAS member Capt Paul O’Beirne would coordinate ground to air
comms and Comdt Ó Murchú would be overall OiC.
Conditions for the jump were perfect, temperature in
the low 30°C without any wind. At approx 1535hrs the
aircraft was on final approach, 5000ft above Camp
Ciara. I could feel the adrenalin pumping as I exited the
side door and hit the slipstream at 80 knots. The freefall
was nothing short of amazing! The visibility over the
desert that surrounds Goz Beida is a remarkable sight. I
deployed the parachute without incident at 3,000ft after
a 20 second freefall and began my descent into Camp
Ciara. Obstacles on the ground presented me with my
biggest challenge; radio masts, buildings and razor wire
never contribute to good landings! I swung in on finals
at 600ft over the UN prefabs in the southern end of
camp and touched down mid-square near the flagpole.
Brig Gen Pat Hayes (GOC 1 S Bde) was on the ground

A

to shake my hand with the Battalion Commander also
close by. The practice jump had gone well; the main
event was given the green light.
The Russian aircrew were extremely professional
and enthusiastic about the jump. It was one of their
first missions in support of EUFOR and they had only
been in Chad for a few short weeks before receiving
this tasking. After the rehearsal went off without
issues, all parties gathered for a debrief and to prepare for the real thing. A presentation was to be made
to the Force Commander to firstly thank him for his
support to the 98 Inf Bn during our tour of duty and
secondly to honour him as a fellow parachutist. Brig
Gen Jean-Philippe Ganascia had no idea that a
demonstration jump would take place that day in
Camp Ciara, it had been designed as a surprise for
this former OC of a French Parachuting unit.
At 0630hrs January 8th, all checks were completed
and I made my way to the heli. I would exit the aircraft
at 0725hrs after the medal parade had finished to
make the presentation. The weather could not have
been better - good visibility, no cloud cover and nil
wind made for perfect conditions but I knew that the
landing would be fast and there was no room for
error. Bordering the square on all side were
tents, prefab-type buildings, bunker positions
and diesel tanks; there was nowhere else to
go if I judged my approach vectors incorrectly.
As the Russian Mi-171 lined up on final
approach for the jump run, I could see the VIP
party gather at the North end of the square.

Capt Ruarigh McDermott is a
Military/Civilian Parachute
Instructor, a Tandem Master with
over 850 Jumps notched up and a
member of the Defence Forces
Parachuting Team. While serving in
Chad, he got an opportunity to don
his parachute and take part in his
battalion’s medal parade, from the
sky. Capt McDermott reports…

right on
TARGET
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As I touched down, I heard Comdt Ó Murchú
announce over the PA system, ‘He couldn’t have put it
closer’, as I came to a halt no more than five paces
from where the VIP party was standing. The general
stepped forward and I presented the gifts I had carried
during the jump and was in turn presented with my
first overseas medal. Gen Ganascia also had the gift of
a EUFOR watch to present to me; as he handed it to
me said that we were both part of the skydiving brotherhood. It was a very proud moment for me and something I will never forget.
The other VIPs also congratulated me on the jump,
most notably the Governor of the local area, Toke
Dady, who described me as the ‘magic man’ through a
translator. During a Recce Coy patrol the following
week, a local Gendarme commander also mentioned
the jump to the liaison team, confirming that the bush
telegraph is alive and well in Chad.
For days after the jump, colleagues from the battalion gave me a healthy mix of praise and slagging
around the camp and many had questions about learning to skydive. The Defence Forces run yearly courses
in Parachuting but it always makes an
applicants case stronger to have
some civilian experience. There are
two civilian skydiving centres in
the Republic and many DF personnel also travel to places
like Spain to earn skydiving
qualifications where you are
guaranteed good weather.■

Brig Gen Ganasica congratulates Capt McDermott for
making a successful jump.
Right: PCM on tour: Comdt
Adrian Ó Murchú (Chair DF
Parachuting), Sgt Paul Brady
(Jumpmaster),
Capt Ruarigh
McDermott
(Display
jumper),
Coy Sgt Graham
Nuttall (Duty
Instr) and
Pte Colin Curran
(Drop zone co-ordinator).

The author makes
his final approach.

My altimeter confirmed we were at 5000ft and
my final safety checks were complete; it was
time to go. As I exited the aircraft, I looked
up to see the red star on the belly of the
Russian helicopter disappear as I
dropped away at 135mph towards the
earth. After a successful canopy
deployment, I entered my landing pattern and made my approach toward
the square. I avoided the numerous
obstacles and made my final turn
over the fuel tanks and set up
for landing near the General.
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Capt McDermott in
jubilant mood following
his practise jump.

All photographs by
Lt Kieran Kennedy and
Sgmn Jimmy Kelly.
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mong the numerous personal collections lodged
with Military Archives is a small brass metal box
containing an assortment of British and Irish military medals, a badge, and a number of sports
medals. The box and its contents were donated to the
Archives by Mr John McCabe on behalf of William
Behan, who was born on July 13th 1893 in
Ballydonagh, Co Wicklow, and died in Dublin on
November 30th 1963.
The medals range from the 1914 Star, awarded to
the British Expeditionary Force who fought in France
and Belgium between August and November of that
year, to the Long Service Medal, still awarded to
members of the Defence Forces. Intriguingly, a closer
examination of the contents of the box revealed that
all the medals belonged to William Behan.
As the inscription on the 1914 Star indicated that
William Behan served with the Irish Guards, I wrote
to their headquarters for a copy of his service record.
This showed that William joined the 1st Battalion,
Irish Guards, on November 30th 1910. After serving
three years ‘with the Colours’ he transferred to the
Reserve. When war was declared on August 4th 1914,
the 1st Battalion was mobilised and William was
recalled to duty. The battalion, part of the British
Expeditionary Force, arrived at Le Havre on August
13th onboard the SS Novara. Coincidentally, also on
board the ship was another 1st Battalion Reservist,
1478 Pte Richard Daughton, a granduncle of mine.
Over the following weeks and months the Irish
Guards, part of what the Germans derisively referred
to as the ‘contemptible little army’, fought through
the retreat from Mons to the Aisne and from the First
Battle of Ypres to Festubert.
(Richard Daughton was killed on October 31st
1914 during the First Ypres. He has no known grave.)
William Behan was wounded in the jaw and arm in
mid-December 1914 and a bullet was removed from
his jaw. He was also diagnosed as suffering from
rheumatic fever and as a result of these conditions
he was discharged from the army on medical grounds
on June 25th 1915. In addition to his 1914 Star
William also received the Silver War Badge, the
British War Medal, and the Victory Medal.
The metal box holding the medals, although now
the worse for wear, is historically interesting in its
own right, as it is still recognisable as the container
of a ‘Princess Mary Christmas gift’. In November 1914
an advertisement was placed in the national press
inviting contributions to a ‘Sailors & Soldiers

A

In this article, Comdt Liam Campbell
(retd) looks at a collection of personal belongings donated to Military
Archives by the friend of an
Irishman who fought in the First
World War and then served in the
fledgling Free State army….
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Christmas Fund’, established by Princess Mary, the
daughter of King George V. Its purpose was to provide
everyone serving overseas on Christmas Day 1914
with a ‘gift from the nation’. This took the form of a
small, embossed, brass box containing a pipe, lighter,
one ounce of tobacco and twenty cigarettes. (Nonsmokers received a bullet pencil and a packet of
sweets.) The surface of the lid of the box carries the
profile of Princess Mary, with the words ‘Imperium
Britannicum’ on the top edge and ‘Christmas 1914’ on
the lower edge. The left and right edges contain the
names of the countries that then formed the Allies.
Great efforts were made to deliver the gifts in time
for Christmas and more than 355,000 were successfully distributed. Many of the pocket-sized boxes were
retained by their recipients and used to carry small
personal effects throughout the war. The gifts for the
soldiers who didn’t survive that first Christmas were
forwarded to their widows or parents. (Richard
Daughton’s gift was posted to his father in Ballinunty,
Co Tipperary, on March 8th 1915.)
After his discharge from the British Army, William
worked for the London General Omnibus Company as
a driver before returning to Ireland in April 1923 and
enlisting in the National Army. He was posted to the
56th Battalion in Portobello Barracks, Dublin, for
what turned out to be the last weeks of the Civil War.
Unlike the majority of soldiers, who were demobilised
when that war ended, William continued to serve with
the Defence Forces, eventually retiring in 1945 with
the rank of sergeant.
In March 1924, William was posted to the 21st

13/02/2009

Until recently the
details of this Irish soldier’s life lay hidden in
a small, battered, metal
box. William was a
member of a generation of Irish men and
women whose lives
took different paths
throughout a critical
period of our history.

A well-preserved example
of the ‘Princess Mary
Christmas gift’.
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Battalion (later re-designated the 9th Battalion) in
Collins Barracks, Dublin. He also spent three years
with the training cadre of the UCD Officers Training
Corps (OTC) in the early 1930s. (The OTC was set up
in 1929 to prepare university students for commissioning into the Reserve of Officers.) In the Emergency
William served for a year with the 3rd Battalion
Construction Corps, a non-combatant corps that
worked on the construction of roads and runways and
the planting of forests. His final unit was the Eastern
Command Training and Mobilisation Depot from which
he retired on December 16th 1945 having been awarded
the Emergency Service Medal and the Service Medal.
William must also have been an athlete of some
distinction as the three sports medals in the collection
indicate. One is for the 21st Battalion Sports held in
1926, and there are two Eastern Command tug-of-war
medals for 1927 and 1942, a sport at which his former
unit, the Irish Guards, excelled.
In June 1914, just two months before the outbreak of
the Great War, William had married Evelyn Pearson and
over the next 12 years they had six children. I have no
photograph of William and don’t know what became of
Evelyn and their children after he left the Defence
Forces. I do know that he married again, to a Mary
Burke, later in life and it was at this time that John
McCabe, to whom he gave the box and its contents,
came to know him. Today William and Mary lie together
in Mount Jerome Cemetery on the south side of Dublin.
Until recently the details of this Irish
soldier’s life lay hidden in a small, battered, metal box. William was a member of a generation of Irish men and
women whose lives took different
paths throughout a critical period of
our history. Like William Behan for
so long, many of the voices of that
generation lie hidden in dusty
attics or unopened boxes, still
waiting to be heard.■
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Sgt William Behan’s Emergency Service and Service
Medals. The Emergency Service Medal was instituted on
October 6th 1944 and was awarded in several variants to
those who served during the period from September 3rd
1939 to March 31st 1946. The variant of the medal shown
here was awarded to members of the Permanent
Defence Forces who served for a year, with a bar awarded for every two additional years service. The names of
the recipients were not inscribed on their medals.
The Service Medal, instituted on December 13th
1944. This medal is still awarded to enlisted personnel of
the Permanent Defence Forces with ten years satisfactory and continuous service. A bar is awarded after a further five years service. Inscribed on the back of this
medal is ‘45218 W. BEHAN’.

Pte Richard Daughton.
Killed-in-action,
October 31st 1914.
The medals (l/r) are: The 1914 Star (popularly known as the Mons Star) was the least awarded medal of the war and was
awarded to those in service between August 5th 1914 and midnight of November 22nd/23rd 1914. Inscribed on the back of this
medal is ‘3643 Pte W.J. Behan Ir Gds’. The bar on Pte Behan’s medal, inscribed ‘5th Aug-22nd Nov 1914’, was awarded to
those who served under fire.
Next is the British War Medal, awarded to all members of the forces who served overseas during the war. The third medal
is the Victory Medal, awarded to all those who entered a theatre of war. Pte Behan’s number, name and regiment are inscribed
on the rims of these two medals.
Last is William’s Silver War Badge (number 5279), sometimes called the Silver Wound Badge. It was authorised in
September 1916 and takes the form of a circular badge with the legend ‘For King and Empire-Services Rendered’. The badge
was awarded to troops discharged due to sickness or wounds.
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ast November the mountains surrounding the
Defence Forces’ ranges in the Glen of Imaal shook as
the Artillery Corps put the new Ruag 120/81mm mortar system through its paces. For many of the gunners firing that day it was a ‘welcome back’ to a 120mm
mortar. Its predecessor, the Brandt 120mm mortar was
last fired in 2002, and withdrawn from service in 2004 and
since that time the Artillery Corps had been on the lookout for a replacement for this very reliable weapon.
Though withdrawn from service, the corps’ officers,
NCOs and gunners continued to train on the 120mm
mortar and, consequently, those skills were not lost,
which meant that the introduction of the replacement
mortar was quickly and efficiently undertaken.
Following an 18-month selection and procurement
process, the Defence Forces purchased and received
95 second-user Ruag 120/81mm mortars from
Switzerland by the end of 2008. Col Declan Hayes
(then D Arty) co-ordinated the procurement, with
inputs from Comdt Dave Brown (Chief Instr, Arty
Sch), Sgt Maj John Morris (Sen NCO Instr, Arty Sch),
and Lt Col Ted Shine and Comdt Thomas White (both
Ord Corps). The mortars and an initial quantity of
training ammunition purchased cost less than the
price of one Mowag APC.
The weapon system is primarily a 120mm mortar but
has the added bonus of an insert that allows the calibre
to be reduced to take 81mm rounds. Several countries
around the world use the 120mm calibre mortar; both in
towed and APC-mounted variants, and similarly to the
Defence Forces it has been reintroduced into others,
such as the US Army and Marine Corps, after having
been withdrawn from service. It is used by the Swedish
and Finnish armies and was part of the Fire Support
Group during the Nordic Battle Group exercises.
The French Contingent with EUFOR Chad also
has 120mm mortars deployed.
Like its predecessor, the Ruag 120mm
mortar, mounted on a carriage complete
with six rounds of ammunition and
accessories (weighing 722kgs), can be
towed by any vehicle that can also
transport its crew of six: a sergeant, a

L

Last year saw the reintroduction of the
120mm mortar as part
of the Artillery Corps’
inventory. Sgt David Nagle
looks at the selection
process for the mortar and
the training conducted by artillery
gunners as the Defence Forces
welcomed back an old friend…

120mm Morta
Back in Actio
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corporal and four gunners (one of whom is a driver). The
Air Corps’ EC135 and AW139 helicopters can also airlift
the mortar and its crew.
Though sometimes described as “the ‘poor man’s
155mm,” the 120mm mortar will give Defence Forces
Gunners an added edge on the battlefield. The danger
zone for the 120mm HE round is 500m for troops in the
open and 250m for armour. This compares to 250m for
troops in the open and 125m for armour in the case of
the 105mm light gun and 81mm long-barrelled, light
mortar (LMLB).
The Ruag 120mm can fire high explosive (HE), illumination, and smoke rounds to a maximum range of
8,200m, or up to 9,200m depending on the respective
altitudes of the mortar and its target and weather conditions. However, the planning range for operational
use is 7,500m.
A properly trained and experienced mortar team
can get the weapon into action in three minutes. It
takes approximately104 hours to train a gunner as
part of a six-week Field Gunners course, which
also includes training on the 105mm light guns
the L118 and L119.
Artillery Corps personnel currently serving
with 99 Inf Bn in Chad are qualified on the
120mm mortar prior to going overseas so that if
a decision is made to deploy the new mortars it
will be a simple matter. At present the mortar
platoon in Chad is equipped with the 81mm
LBLM, along with Corps personnel employed as
part of the ISTAR Detachment.
A battery usually has six mortars, although
this can change, depending on specific unit task
organisation. When fully rolled out, one battery
from each PDF regiment and all RDF batteries
will receive six mortars each. The Artillery School
will also get an allotment for training purposes, with
the remaining mortars being set aside for overseas
deployment and held in reserve by the Ordnance
Corps.
The Artillery School, headquartered in the Combat
Support College, DFTC, holds the main corpus of
knowledge on artillery matters, ranging from gunnery,
ballistics, fire controls systems (computers and graphical control instruments), operational procedures,
surveillance and target acquisition, fixation and survey, organisation, deployment and operating procedures, tactics and targeting. All
of the School’s NCOs had previous experience with the Brandt 120mm mortar,
both from a gunnery and Command
Post/Fire Control perspective, and consequently mastered the new mortar within a very short timeframe.
Over 80 PDF and RDF unit instructors are now
qualified on the Ruag 120/81mm mortar system,
and this number will exceed 100 in March 2009.
The reaction to the new weapon has been very
favourable from both the regular and reserve gunners
who have been trained on it so far. The consensus is
that they see it as adding an additional fire support
capability to the Defence Forces and that they hold a
high level of confidence in the new weapon.
The Ruag’s predecessor, the Brandt 120mm mortar,
entered service in 1953 and gave 50 years of excellent
service both at home and on overseas missions in the
Congo, Cyprus and Lebanon. Three Artillery Corps
mortar men (Capt T Boyle, Sgt J Quirke and Cpl W
Allen) won DSMs in the Congo, while in Lebanon Irish
mortar crews fired illumination fire missions on numerous occasions in support of UNIFIL operations.
As a weapon of war the mortar has been around since
the Middle Ages, where it began life mainly as a siege

weapon. Mortar calibres have ranged from 40mm to
260mm, and in some cases even larger experimental
weapons were developed. Ammunition used over the
centuries has ranged from solid stone to lit-fuse bombs.
However, the origins of the modern mortar can be
traced back to the WWI trench mortar, which in turn
evolved into light infantry mortars and heavier artillery
mortars.
Mortars are high-trajectory weapons with medium
to long flight times. The ignition of a primer and propellant generates the necessary gases to propel the projectile towards its target. The required range is
achieved by altering the elevation of the barrel and the
quantity of propellant used. A forward observer, using
internationally recognised protocols, conducts adjustment of fire onto the target, as the target is very rarely
in view of the mortar crew. The necessary calculations
to produce the appropriate bearing, elevation and fuse
setting are carried out by Command Post (CP) staff
using handheld computer devices or graphical control
instruments.
Advances in metallurgy, projectile design and stabilisation, propellant, and sighting systems, have produced major advances with modern mortars. For example, the dispersion area for a mortar round on an area
target is now similar to that of a gun and the weight of
fire laid down by a 120mm mortar battery is similar to
that of a 155mm gun/howitzer battery. Modern mortars
are also capable of firing smart munitions such as the
top attaching anti-armour projectile - STRIX. Mortar
bores can be either smooth or rifled, with the rifled
variant having up to a 50% range advantage.
The Achilles’ Heel of all mortars is the high trajectory and relatively long time of flight of their rounds.
This trait renders mortar positions vulnerable to
detection by locating-radar and counter-battery fire.
The best counter to this weakness is to be highly
mobile and flexible, to achieve first-round strike and
conclude the fire mission and move before being subjected to counter-battery fire.
A special word of thanks goes to Lt Col Eamon
Fogarty (OC Arty Sch) and his staff for their co-operation in researching this article.■
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WEAPON SPECIFICATIONS
Calibre
120mm
177mm
Barrel length
Base plate (diameter)
95cm
Elevation range
800-1600mils
Traverse range
+ 90mils
Traverse by moving bipod
+ 533mils
Total pivoting range
1066mils
Overall length
235mils
Overall width
151cm
Overall height
107cm
A mm uni t ion
120mm and 81mm:
High explosive
Illumination
Smoke
Charges 0-7
We igh t s (a ll app rox im a t e)
Base plate
94kg (206lbs)
Barrel
85kg (187lbs)
Bipod (mounting)
50kg (110lbs)
Carriage (with equipment)
306kg (673lbs)
Sight with extension
5kg (11lbs)
Accessory bag
23kg (50lbs)
Three sheet metal double
containers (incl ammn)
133kg (292lbs)
Two camouflage nets
6kg (13lbs)
Mortar, complete on carriage
722kg (1650lbs)
Speed limit (maximum)
80km/h (50mph)
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VOX POP VOX P

Sgt Jay Curley

Pte Clare Dargan

Pte Wayne Robinson

Cpl Paul Murphy

Appointment: Pl Sgt APC Coy
Home unit: 2 Inf Bn
Length of service : 15 years
Missions overseas: Lebanon (3)
and Kosovo (1)

Appointment: Rfmn APC Coy
Home unit: 5 Inf Bn
Length of service : 2.5 years
Missions overseas: First timer

Appointment: Rfmn APC Coy
Home unit: 2 Inf Bn
Length of service : 1.5 years
Missions overseas: First timer

Appointment: APC Comd
Home unit: 5 Inf Bn
Length of service : 9.5 years
Missions overseas: Lebanon (2),
Kosovo (2) and Liberia (2)

Pte Dargan found the form up
and the Mission Readiness
Exercise demanding, but is
looking forward to the new
experience that Chad will offer
her. Her family are very proud
and apart from missing them,
Clare says she’s a bit of a
Desperate Housewives fan and
will miss her weekly fix. To
entertain her on evenings
when not on patrol, she has
packed her laptop and
Nintendo DS.

The priority for him is getting
his first trip out of the way so
he knows what the other lads
in 2 Inf Bn are talking about
when they speak about overseas service. His family are
keen because he is so enthusiastic about his trip. Pte
Robinson has also packed his
laptop, PSP and will probably
miss The Simpsons most while
he’s away.

This is his first trip as Platoon
Sergeant, so he’s looking forward to the new experience.
Though his first time in Africa
operationally, Jay while on the
UK Platoon Sergeant Battle
Course completed a tactical
phase in Kenya. He feels it will
take time to acclimatise to the
conditions in Chad. The fact
that the trip is four months
appealed to him as he intends
travelling to Australia with his
partner Natasha on his return.
A number of his buddies from
2 Inf Bn are also travelling, so
he reckons morale won’t be a
problem, though the thing he’ll
miss most is probably
Eastenders!

At the 99 Inf Bn ministerial review in McKee
Bks on January 14th, Sgt Rena Kennedy spoke
to a few soldiers heading to Chad about their
careers to date, their expectations for the
mission and what they’ll miss when abroad…
18
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Having been to Liberia Cpl
Murphy feels he is prepared
for the conditions and knows
what to expect, though he
admits every mission is different. His family are used to his
travels at this stage and the
four months also appealed to
him as he hopes to travel to
Australia on his return.
Though he’s missing half a
season with his local club
Raheny United, he’s looking
forward to training hard when
in theatre. The luxuries he has
packed include his laptop and
PSP.
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X POP VOX POP

Coy Sgt David O’Connor

Sgt Wayne Callan

Flt Sgt Kevin Murphy

Comdt Niall Buckley

Appointment: Coy Sgt Med Pl
Home unit: Med Coy 2 LSB
Length of service : 25 years
Missions overseas: Lebanon (2),
Somalia (1) and Liberia (1)

Appointment: Int Sgt Bh HQ
Home unit: 27 Inf Bn
Length of serivce: 21 years
Missions overseas: Lebanon
(3) and Liberia (1)

Appointment: TCAS Cell
Home unit: Air Corps
Length of service: 34 years
Missions overseas: First timer

As the Company Sergeant with
the Medical Platoon, David will
be responsible for the operation of the Regimental Aid Post
along with two medical officers
and his crew of 11 medics. Coy
Sgt O’Connor enjoyed the predeployment training as he
spent a portion of it in Naas
Hospital’s A&E Department
which was a new and good
experience for him. Medically,
Dave reckons the biggest challenge facing him in Chad will
be the maintenance of hygiene
and sanitation, treatment of
mosquito bites and any trauma
injuries that occur. Married
with four kids the term of four
months in theatre appealed to
him. He hopes to catch up on
study and training if time permits.

Appointment: Tpt Gp Comd
Home unit: Tpt DFHQ
Length of service: 21 years
Missions overseas: Lebanon
(4), Bosnia (1), Eritrea (1),
Kosovo (1) and Liberia (1).

Married with three boys Wayne
said he has the support of his
family because he got to spend
Christmas at home and also
the fact that it is a four instead
of six-month tour. Sgt Callan
has three trips to Lebanon and
one to Liberia and hopes his
latter experience will prepare
him somewhat for conditions
in Chad. As a PTI (physical
training instructor) Wayne is
looking forward to getting into
a training routine, to ensure he
is fit on his return as a selector
with Armagh U21 GAA team.
He’s missing the first half of
the 2009 Championship, so
wants to be in peak fitness
when he returns.

Flt Sgt Kevin Murphy is travelling abroad for the first time
and will work in the TCAS
(tactical close air support)
based in the airport at Goz
Bieda. He’ll be working with a
crew all from his home station
in Baldonnel. Kevin always
intended to travel overseas but
with retirement looming it was
now or never. Kevin certainly
won’t miss the Irish weather
and is certainly excited about
serving overseas for the first
time. He has brought a supply
of books and his MP3 player
with him for his down time.

CHAD
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Comdt Buckley is travelling
as the Transport Group
Commander and he sees his
biggest challenge as keeping
the unit operationally effective when dealing with the
harsh conditions that the mission will afford to transport.
He experienced firsthand in
the same appointment in
Liberia just how difficult the
road network, or lack of it, can
pose problems for the batalion. However, he is looking
forward to getting there and
getting stuck in, getting to
know his platoon and having
just returned from Kosovo
late 2008 his feet haven’t yet
touched the ground. He
admits the hardest part is
leaving his family.
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embers of 39 Inf Gp got a pleasant surprise and
a significant morale boost just before Christmas
when they found out that they were to be
honoured with a visit from An Taoiseach,
Mr Brian Cowen TD.
The fact that he was to arrive on December 22nd
added some much-needed festive cheer to our troops
serving in Kosovo.
The Taoiseach flew out from Baldonnel, accompanied by the Minister for Defence, Mr Willie O’Dea TD,
and the acting-Chief of Staff, Maj Gen Pat O’Sullivan
(DCOS Ops). Members of the print and broadcast
media also travelled out with the party.
On arrival in Pristina, Mr Cowen was greeted by
the Irish Ambassador to Kosovo, Mr Martin Greene,
Col John Courtney (SIO KFOR) and Lt Col Eamon
Caulfield (OC 39 Inf Gp). The party made a courtesy
call to the president and prime minister of Kosovo,
before heading to Camp Clarke, the main base for
Irish troops serving with KFOR in Kosovo and home
to the 236-strong 39 Inf Gp since mid-October 2008.
The majority of 39 Inf Gp’s troops are drawn from 4
W Bde and between them its personnel have totted
up a total of 680 individual tours of duty overseas,
with one soldier having completed 19 tours. The unit
will return home in April after its six-month tour.
While all visiting dignitaries to Camp Clarke are
rendered military honours, all stops were pulled out
for the visit of An Taoiseach. Following his inspection

M

The Taosieach takes
the salute.
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of a guard of honour, commanded by Lt Brendan
Loughnane (28 Inf Bn), Mr Cowen then unveiled a
commemorative stone marking his visit. He was
assisted in this ceremony by a father and son who are
both serving with 39 Inf Gp, Coy Sgt Shay Whelan
and Pte Pearse Whelan (both 6 Inf Bn). The Taoiseach
and his party then received a briefing from Lt Col
Caulfield on the Irish role in Kosovo.
With the briefings over, the visiting party made their
way to Camp Clarke’s Thomond Hall where Mr Cowen
addressed the Irish troops and also members of An
Garda Síochána and Department of Defence staff stationed with the EU’s Rule of Law mission in Kosovo.
In his address, the Taoiseach spoke of his delight
at being in Camp Clarke, meeting the Irish personnel,
and “getting to see at firsthand the tremendous work
they do”. He went on to say that on such an occasion
“one cannot fail but feel great pride in the role that
the Defence Forces have played and continue to play
as peacekeepers throughout the world.”
The Taoiseach told those present that the
Government “recognise the considerable sacrifices,
dangers and the hardships endured by all during a
mission overseas,” and that he was also mindful “of
the pressures that separation from family and friends
place on soldiers and their families back home.”
In summing up, theTaoiseach noted that “this
Christmas some 765 members of Óglaigh na
hÉireann (are) serving overseas” and he wished every

Just before Christmas, Irish troops
serving with KFOR got word that
they were to receive a visit from An
Taoiseach to their overseas home in
Camp Clarke. Comdt Rory McCorley
(DCO 39 Inf Gp KFOR) reports…
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Lt Col Eamon Caulfield (OC 39
Inf Gp) presented the Taoiseach
with a memento of his visit to
Kosovo.
Below: Mr Cowen unveils a
plaque in Camp Clarke to mark
the occasion of his visit.
Above: Mr Cowen is pictured here with soldiers from
counties Laois and Offaly currently serving in Kosovo.

In his address, the Taoiseach spoke
of his delight at being in Camp
Clarke, meeting the Irish personnel,
and “getting to see at firsthand the
tremendous work they do”. He went
on to say that on such an occasion
“one cannot fail but feel great pride
in the role that the Defence Forces
have played and continue to play as
peacekeepers throughout the world.”
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After the brief but
happy interlude it was
back to the routine of
operations. Although
it was the festive season the Irish troops
still had essential
duties to perform,
both in and out of
Camp Clarke.
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one of them a very happy Christmas and a peaceful 2009.
With the speeches over, Mr Cowen mingled with
the troops including a few from his Laois/Offaly constituency. He also got an opportunity to view a montage of photos depicting some of the various activities the unit has participated in since their arrival,
and was told how the Irish Contingent has raised
over €12,000 for humanitarian projects in the Irish
area of operations.
Following dinner, An Taoiseach thanked Sgt
Padraig Gaffney and his catering staff for an excellent meal before the visiting party left for home. After
the brief but happy interlude it was back to the routine of operations. Although it was the festive season
the Irish troops still had essential duties to perform,
both in and out of Camp Clarke.

While being the most important, the Taoiseach’s
visit was not the only event that took place that week
that highlighted the Defence Forces’ overseas role to
the Irish public. On December 23rd Lt Colin Campbell
(LMT) spoke with Derek Mooney live on RTÉ Radio
One and on Christmas Eve Pte Padraic Cloherty (1 Cn
Cois) spoke to Radio na Gaeltacht. Also on
Christmas Eve the Irish Sun newspaper ran a feature
on Lt Helen McQuaid. On Christmas Day an interview
recorded by Dublin’s 98FM with Sgt Declan Sheridan,
Pte Eddie Fitzroy and Cpl Noel Higgins (all Dubs) was
broadcast and 2FM’s Nikki Hayes interviewed Lt
Brendan Loughnane. Finally, the Irish Contingent participated in a live link-up through RTÉ One Television
for a special Christmas Mass celebrated in McKee
Bks and broadcast nationwide.■

KFOR
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The trainee technicians and
their instructors hand over the
landrover to the grateful
orphanage staff.

Pimp My Land Rover
Capt Jean Fitzgerald (Tpt Offr, 39 Inf
Gp) reports on a good deed carried out
by a group of apprentices during a
recent training visit to Kosovo…

Apptce Richard
Deering said: “The
return of the jeep to
the orphanage will be
a moment I will
always remember, as
the staff and children
were delighted to
have their only transport back in perfect
working order. We
also got a brief on
some of the children’s
past circumstances,
which really drove the
point home that more
efforts need to be
made for causes like
this.”

On January 5th six Defence Forces apprentices
landed at Pristina airport in Kosovo for a three-week
overseas familiarisation/training programme. The
party included Apprentices Cornelius Lynch (1 S
LSB), Frank Black, Richard Deering, Michael
Jackson, Kevin Sanfey and Declan Murphy (all
TVMS), accompanied by their instructor, Coy Sgt
Fredrick Darling (LBC).
The main aim of the group’s time in Kosovo was
to give them firsthand experience, under the supervision of Cpl Ciarán Kane (Tpt Sec, 39 Inf Gp) and
Coy Sgt Darling, of the requirements, challenges
and restrictions of a fully operational unit within an
overseas mission area.
At the end of their training period Aptce Michael
Jackson gave his views on what was achieved by
the trip. ‘My attachment with 39 Inf Gp has been one
of the most enjoyable experiences of my apprenticeship to date,” he said. “Due to the limited number of
vehicles overseas, jobs have to be finished as soon
as possible and vehicles can’t be left sitting idle
waiting on parts. Although sometimes very challenging I learned a lot about adapting the resources
around me to finish the task at hand.”
During the three-week period the apprentices,
who are in Phase V of their heavy vehicle mechanic
apprenticeship, were encouraged and afforded every
opportunity to get out of Camp Clarke and visit the
mission area. On one such occasion, Cpl Kane
brought Apptces Jackson and Deering, and Coy Sgt

Darling, to an orphanage just outside the town of
Gracanica, 20 minutes north of Camp Clarke. Over
the years Irish troops serving in Kosovo have donated furniture to the orphanage, painted walls, and
laid decking and lawns. As a direct result of the Irish
aid the situation has been drastically improved for
the children and their carers, but still there is a lot
that can be done. At the time of the apprentices’
visit the orphanage staffs’ only mode of transport, a
Land Rover Defender, had been broken down for a
couple of weeks with mechanical problems.
More than willing to lend a hand, the trainee
apprentices recovered the Land Rover back to Camp
Clarke. In the camp’s garage, the apprentices set
about fixing and replacing all damaged, broken and
worn parts. It took 15 solid hours of work, with everyone mucking in, to get the vehicle back to near perfect
mechanical order before returning it to the orphanage.
Apptce Richard Deering said: “The return of the
jeep to the orphanage will be a moment I will always
remember, as the staff and children were delighted
to have their only transport back in perfect working
order. We also got a brief on some of the children’s
past circumstances, which really drove the point
home that more efforts need to be made for causes
like this.”
The two days of hard work carried out by the
apprentices has given back freedom of movement to
the children and their carers, as well as a comfortable and secure means of moving around during
Kosovo’s harsh winter conditions.
It is a credit to the apprenticeship scheme that
trainee technicians are afforded such opportunities
to experience first-hand the challenges, demands
and rewards of serving overseas.■
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Earth Voices
Whispering
An Anthology of Irish War Poetry 1914-1945
Edited by Gerald Dawe
Published by Blackstaff Press (in association with
the Military Heritage of Ireland Trust)
Price: €20.40/£16.99 (hardback)
Reviewed by Armn Michael Whelan
(MA and Curator of the Air Corps Museum)
he experiences of many thousands of Irish men
and women, who suffered, fought, or otherwise
witnessed, the conflicts of the early part of the
twentieth century, have, to a large degree, been
overlooked or forgotten in Ireland. However, this trend
has begun to change in the last number of years. This
groundbreaking new anthology of Irish war poetry,
collected and edited by Gerald Dawe, brings the reader poetry from Irish writers on World War One, the
1916 Rebellion, the Irish Civil War, the Spanish Civil
War and World War Two.
All levels and strands of Irish society are represented as the author points out in his introduction:
‘The views expressed in this anthology differ dramatically according to the individual’s politics, creed and
aesthetics.’
He also explains what draws all the works
together: “The poems all share one common bond –
the need, the imperative desire, to render their experiences of war into memorable speech and, in so doing,
to try to make some sense of what the individual actually lived through; poetry is both bond and witness.”
The 250 poems in the book range from works by
celebrated poets such as Francis Ledwidge, WB Yeats
and Séamus Heaney, to new poems by Derek Mahon
and Eileen Ní Chuilleanain.’
While many of the poems leap out at the reader,
others contain deeper,

T

sometimes obscure meaning that has to be teased
out. A number of poems stand out for me in this
respect. One example is Anthony Cronin’s Encounter
in which he describes a brief, chance meeting with an
elderly woman collecting wood and living in a
bombed-out building.

There was a fierce practicality about
her going.
Gathering her bundle;
Rushing past me into the fog.
She made a sort of nest for herself
Out of old newspapers.
There was no use calling her back.
She knew what men were like.
Also included is a poem, Twenty-Four, by LJ Fennessy
(1919-1941), who was one of 15 soldiers killed in an
explosion during a training exercise in the Glen of
Imaal during the Emergency. Twenty-Four is a vivid
description of a young man’s experiences and worries
in the Defence Forces at the time.

They placed us there together,
Twenty-four.
Brady and Ryan and Dalton close
to the door,
O’Loughlin and the black-haired,
mad O’Shea.
And so time fled like a single day.
Will we be together when it ends?
How many dead?
How many no longer friends?
How shall we gather
In the Nation’s need.
The anthology’s title comes from Nocturne by Thomas
MacGreevy (1893-1967), which is featured in the book.
MacGreevy, who was born in Kerry and later moved
to Dublin, served as a second lieutenant in the
Royal Field Artillery during WWI. He later
became the Director of the National Gallery of
Ireland in 1950 and is considered to be Ireland’s
first modern poet .

I labour in a barren place.
Alone, self-conscious, frightened,
blundering;
Far away, stars wheeling in space,
About my feet, earth voices
whispering.
The importance of Earth Voices Whispering as the first
anthology of Irish war poetry can be summed up by
Enda Longley who says the book “fulfils a cultural
need.” For me it is a milestone along our journey to
acknowledging the part played by Irishmen in the
major conflicts of the first half of the twentieth century.

About the author
Gerald Dawe has edited several anthologies of Irish writing.
He is a senior lecturer in English and Director of the Oscar
Wilde Centre for Irish Writing among many other titles. He
lives in County Dublin.
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A Coy 17 Inf Bn FCÁ
1970-77

C Coy 17 Inf Bn FCÁ
1970-77

B Coy 17 Inf Bn FCÁ
1970-77

D Coy 17 Inf Bn FCÁ
1970-77

F Coy 17 Inf Bn FCÁ
1970-77

E Coy 17 Inf Bn FCÁ
1970-77

17 Inf Bn FCÁ
1977-2005

17 Inf Bn FCÁ
Following FCÁ integration in 1959 six companies of 17 Inf Bn
FCÁ were formed from former battalions: A Company from
Longford Battalion; B Company from Granard Battalion; C
Company from Strokestown Battalion; D Company from East
Cavan Battalion; E Company from Roscommon Battalion; and
F Company from Mohill Battalion.
No unit badge was worn until 1970, when six individual
company badges were introduced. These were designed by
Comdt O’Dwyer and Capt Maloney and were based on a
standard design that incorporated the colours of the counties
covered by the battalion’s area of operations (Longford,

Cavan, Leitrim and Roscommon) and the castle and crest of
the O’Fearghaills.
Following an Adjutant General’ís instruction in 1977 a
single, standard badge based on the unit’ís vehicle decal was
introduced.
With the formation of new FCÁ units in 1979, E Company,
17 Inf Bn, was absorbed into D Company, 16 Inf Bn.
In 2005 as part of the Reserve restructuring 16, 17 and 19 Inf
Bns where amalgamated to form 56 Reserve Infantry Battalion.
For more on the badges of the Defence Forces, log onto:
www.irishmilitaryinsignia.com.

MILITARY INSIGNIA
By Flt Sgt James G Perkins
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n the World War Two section of the military exhibition in Collins Barrack Museum, Dublin, there is a
model of the SS Ardmore, which was reported
missing with her crew of 24 in November 1940. The
City of Cork Steam Packet Company ship, under the
command of Captain Thomas Ford of Liverpool, had
set out from Cork for Fishguard on November 11th
with a cargo of livestock.
The news of her loss appeared in Cork newspapers on November 14th and relatives of the crew
gathered at the Steam Packet office on Penrose
Quay where an anxious vigil was maintained. Air
and sea searches proved fruitless and no trace of
the ship was found until November 26th when one of
her empty lifeboats was washed ashore on the
Welsh coast. A week later, on December 3rd,
the body of Captain Ford was found near
Aberystwyth, and ten days later the remains of
Seaman Frank O’Shea were recovered from
another Welsh beach.
At the time it was thought most likely that the
Ardmore had been the victim of a mine, as the day
before she sailed from Cork a severe southerly gale
had swept St George’s Channel, possibly setting
adrift mines from the defensive belt that extended
across the entrance to the Bristol Channel.
(Throughout the war, mines were frequently washed
ashore on the Wexford coast after southerly gales.)

However, it was to be nearly 60 years before hard
evidence was received to back up that theory. This
came in February 1998 when Cork’s Evening Echo
newspaper reported that the wreck of the Ardmore
had been found by divers three miles south of the
Saltee Islands, off the Wexford coast, in 183ft of
water, and that the hull bore evidence of a massive
explosion having taken place near the engine room.
On display at the museum, along with a model of
the SS Ardmore, are the Merchant Marine service
medals and citations issued to the relatives of two
brothers, James and John Power of Cork, who were
lost with the Ardmore. The medals serve to remind
us of the ships and men lost during the Emergency
from Ireland’s tiny merchant fleet, which numbered
only 56 ships in 1939.
Of those 56 ships, 16 had been sunk by 1945 and
156 seamen lost their lives, which was a high casualty rate given that no more than 800 men served
with the fleet at any time. Countless others received
mutilating wounds that they carried to their graves.
On the hate-ridden, storm-tossed oceans the
brightly lit and painted merchant ships were in constant danger while they struggled to keep the country supplied. They also rescued many survivors of
other ships sunk at sea and it is estimated that 511
men of all nationalities owe their lives to the men of
Ireland’s merchant fleet.■

This month in our series of
articles written on behalf of The
Military Heritage of Ireland Trust
Ltd on aspects of the military
exhibition at the National
Museum, Collins Bks, Captain
Frank Forde (Merchant Navy retd)
looks as the story of Cork based
ship the SS Ardmore.

About the author
Captain Frank Forde was born in Arklow in 1929.
He went to work for Irish Shipping Ltd in 1945 and
served on ships that travelled to the Baltic, North
Africa, Canada and the USA. He then served in
the British Merchant Navy from 1948 to 1952, during which time he circumnavigated the world
onboard the SS Clearton. Frank then joined the
B&I Line in 1952 where he commanded container
ships and ferries until he retired in 1994. He is the
author of The Long Watch, the history of the Irish
Mercantile Marine in World War Two and also holds
the Mercantile Marine Medal for service in Irish
merchant ships during the Emergency.
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Model of the SS Ardmore.
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A Nigh t t o R em em be r
Dear Editor
I read with great interest the article in the last issue with the story in Connect about
the concert called ‘A Night to Remember’í that took place last August. This is the
sort of thing that should have been filmed and a DVD made available for purchase.
This is something the Forces can be proud to show that its musicians are every bit
as good as those anywhere in the world.
To highlight the pipe band in this way is fantastic. The Defence Forces’ pipers and
drummers are every bit as good or better than any other military bands. If this is
not going to happen, I hope it plants a seed for future events.
Thank you and best regards

Dave Gallagher

R eque st for in form a t ion
Dear Editor
As discussed with a representative on the phone, see photo. This is taken from a
print in the book, Ireland, A History, by Robert Kee.
The caption merely states ‘Anti-Treaty
IRA surrender...etc’. No location is
given, although many suspect that it is
at No 55 (see number on door of
Assurance Office) O’Connell St.
However, this is not conclusive and several people have assured me that it was
in Dawson St. The ‘Irregulars’ as they
were called did have ‘outposts’ here and
there on the south of the Liffey also.
I would be most grateful if your esteemed journal can help identify this location,
beyond doubt, in any way.
Yours sincerely

Thomas Mooney
‘Cois Clai’, Duffcarrick, Ardmore, Co Waterford

R eunion, C Com pa ny, 55 In f a n t ry B a t t a lion UNIFIL
Dear Editor
This year marks the 25th anniversary of the activation and tour of duty in South
Lebanon of 55 Infantry Battalion, UNIFIL (April to October 1984). To remember and
celebrate the unit, C Company of the battalion is planning to organise a Company
reunion.
A small committee, which includes the then Company Commander, Pat McGreal,
the retired Company Sergeant and Company Quartermaster Sergeant, Sean
Staunton and John Durkin respectively, has commenced planning and has set the
date of Saturday June 6th 2009 for the reunion.
The planned location is Westport, Co Mayo, which offers a range of accommodation
facilities and is a town of renowned beauty, entertainment and other attractions.
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So, we are calling on all those who
served with C Company, 55
Infantry Battalion, and would like
to be associated with the reunion
to contact either John or myself.
Mobile phone details: Sean
Staunton 086 8643150; John Durkin
087 6953102.
Yours sincerely

Sean Staunton
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